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Our latest arrivals at Longhopes are a family herd of donkeys from Utah whose owner was unable to 

care for them.  Because there are few resources for homeless donkeys in Utah, we agreed to take them 

in.  The herd includes 2 jacks, 1 jennet foal age 6 months, 1 jack foal age 1 month, 2 nursing jennets 

and 1 very pregnant paint jennet. 

 

This herd is now safe at Longhopes thanks to a team effort by Pamela and Brendon Longley,  Dr. John 

Sieverts, Blake Broadhead, Liz Field, Tim Atkinson, and  Brendon Longley to catch the donkeys for the 

important blood work and neutering that preceded their 10 hour trip from Utah to Colorado.   

 

The donkeys had never  had shelter in Utah.  But by the time it started snowing in Colorado they were  

inside our barns staying dry and warm.   

 

These are all young, healthy donkeys that will be able to find great new homes through Longhopes.   

Lucky Number 7 



From the Top BrASS                                        by Kathy Dean, CEO 

Thanks to grants from the ASPCA and the Colorado Unwanted Horse Alliance, we can help reduce 

the cost of jack castration anywhere in the United States.  NO form or application required.   

It has been a very successful year for donkey adoptions.  We owe it to our staff, trainers,               

volunteers and farriers.  But the year is not over and we typically get a lot of donkeys    

surrendered to us in the winter when the need to buy hay makes donkey ownership more 

difficult.  Caring for donkeys over the winter is challenging and expensive for us too.  

 

Unfortunately  our work can’t be done in a week.  It usually takes us several months to 

return the donkey to proper health, enhance their skills and then find the right            

placement. 

 

Spencer is a great example.  He came to us in March 2013.  He had been found walking 

down a road as a “stray.”  He was taken to a local livestock auction but no one, not even a killer buyer would 

take him.  The Colorado Brand Board then asked me to take him.  When Spencer got out of the trailer at 

Longhopes,  I knew instantly why no one bought him.  He had long curled 

hooves, which rendered him barely able to walk.  

 

He was also a 12 year old, aggressive, jack with pneumonia.  We treated  his 

illness, got him neutered,  floated his teeth, helped him gain weight and made 

sure he was fully vaccinated and dewormed.  Gradually his hooves returned 

to normal which allowed us to work on improving his skills. 

 

Months past and Spencer remained dominant with other male donkeys and 

sexually aggressive with jennets.  That made him a tough placement.  We 

thought maybe he would like being with  a horse, but he rejected that idea.  

We then thought he would be more adoptable if he was rideable, but he really 

wanted no part of that (perhaps due to his prior hoof neglect) .  We were    

perplexed trying to figure out what Spencer wanted to do besides hang out 

with other geldings. 

 

Adopters came to meet him but it was never a fit.  After one and one-half years since his arrival, we wondered 

if he’d ever be  adopted.    

 

Recently Bob and Diane came to Longhopes looking for a donkey to join their three miniature donkeys and 

one miniature horse.  (Photo below)  They decided Spencer was the perfect choice.  This time we agreed.   

 

Spencer now has a great new family with four little friends who look up to him (figuratively and literally).   

 

    It takes as long as it takes  

   because every donkey is  

   unique. 

 

    We wouldn’t want it any 

    other way . 

 
   

Thanks to our Equine Manager - Kati Anderson, we have a 

beautiful rose bush at Longhopes to memorialize my first          

donkey—Orion who died in 2014.    It is a reminder that life is 

forever changing and growing.                       Kathy Dean 



501©(3) Charity  84-1538890 

It’s easy! 

Shopping for the holidays online means 

dollars for donkeys!  If you shop through 

smile.amazon.com and iGive.com, a    

percentage of your shopping total can be       

designated for Longhopes. 

Employer Matching Gifts 

Your donations can go even further if you work for a Matching 

Gift company.  Check with your Human Resources department 

to see if your company matches donations. 

 

A few participating companies are: 

*Home Depot 

*IBM 

*Starbucks 

*Halliburton 

*Hunter Douglas 

*ConocoPhillips 

*Xcel Energy 

Donations 
We couldn’t do it without your donations.  Your support means donkeys like 

34 year old Frisco will always have a safe home.  Thank you. 

 

Checks 

Paypal 

Credit card by phone 

Colorado Gives   



With many thanks to Whinny Warmers, our donkeys had thick socks to protect their front legs from 

biting summer flies.  Here they are modeling their socks.  (Getting donkeys to line up is sort of like 

herding cats!!!)  Left to right:  Rosie, Caramel, Fudge, Sully,  Bailey, Kylie and Harriett. 

Your Donations at Work 

Our 14 year old trailer has been used hard and has covered thousands of miles picking up and delivering    

donkeys across the country.  It was in desperate need of repair.  Alan Miller donated many hours of work to 

fix fatigued metal,  and repaint it.  Then we gave it a rhino coat to protect the paint from road damage.   It is 

ready for another 14 years. 

Sock Parade 

Pilgrim from Longhopes gets along so well with our mares.  

 

He is happy, affectionate and an endless source of  amusement.           

Frankly, I don’t know how we lived so long without a donkey. 
 

Pilgrim has also been a great little guard donkey up until about a month 

ago when he decided to try and chase off a very large bull elk.  

 

I now know why they use the  

expression, “hauling ass.”     

 

 

I couldn’t believe how fast that little  guy ran with that elk charging  

after him. 

                                                                                  Susan Ceballos 



Adoption Updates 

Thought you might enjoy seeing Tito out on one of his daily 

strolls through the woods.  He loves them.  So much so that he 

plants his feet at the gate when it's time to go back into the 

pasture.  Takes just a little bit of convincing to get him get to 

go back in.  

 

Ray and I are just crazy in love with him.  One of the best    

decisions we've made was deciding we needed a donkey.  

 

Andee and Ray Samuel (And Tito) adopted August 2014 

ABOVE:  Tito formerly known as Olaf 

To Longhopes, he was the only miniature  

horse we have ever rescued.  But we knew 

there was something very intuitive about 

him.  Now 5 years later  “Corey” is the star 

therapist at Mini-Blessings in Buena Vista, 

Colorado.  Corey provides equine assisted 

activities for special needs individuals and 

at-risk youth.  At right shown with our own 

Nadine Glemba and Mini-Blessings    

Founder Chrissey Smith.   

                               Way to go Corey!!!! 

2014 Starting 53 
Received        64 
Euthanized      1 
Adopted         81 

When we moved to our own equine property with our mini donkeys 

Ernest and Chester, we discovered that coyotes are not afraid of   

minis, and the coyotes were parading around our 4.5 acres, even 

marching right up to our door.  Then we adopted Marsela from  

Longhopes.  That was in April 2013, and we have not seen a coyote 

on our property since! The boys are relaxed and letting Marsela do 

guard duty.   

This spring, we started teaching her to drive.  Or mostly, teaching me how to be a better driver for her!  I 

got her a harness, and we recently graduated to pulling a sled.  Soon she will be ready for wheels, so I am 

looking around for a vehicle! 

 As we've worked with Marsela, she has become ever more affectionate 

and sweet.  She likes getting out and doing things.  We sometimes haul     

everyone to a park with the wagon and drive down the trail. Sometimes 

we just drive around the neighborhood.     

We're so grateful to Longhopes for letting us adopt Miss Marsela and for 

all the good work they do for donkeys and humans!                                                                                                   

                                                        Lisa Crispin (RIGHT with Marsela) 

2014 Newsletter Featured Donkeys2014 Newsletter Featured Donkeys2014 Newsletter Featured Donkeys2014 Newsletter Featured Donkeys    
February   Ginger /Josie              ADOPTEDFebruary   Ginger /Josie              ADOPTEDFebruary   Ginger /Josie              ADOPTEDFebruary   Ginger /Josie              ADOPTED    
                                                                    Trudy                          ADOPTEDTrudy                          ADOPTEDTrudy                          ADOPTEDTrudy                          ADOPTED    
                                                                    RavenRavenRavenRaven    
Fall           Pebbles                        ADOPTEDFall           Pebbles                        ADOPTEDFall           Pebbles                        ADOPTEDFall           Pebbles                        ADOPTED    
        Cameron/Gulliver      ADOPTEDCameron/Gulliver      ADOPTEDCameron/Gulliver      ADOPTEDCameron/Gulliver      ADOPTED    
                                                                    Noah/CocomoNoah/CocomoNoah/CocomoNoah/Cocomo    



Bear Scare by Laura Grubin 
Do you remember the saying if you love        

something … let it go and if it was meant to be it 

will come back to you?  That is where my story 

begins. 

   

I heard about Longhopes from a friend and spent 

many hours at their Shelter looking at the        

beautiful donkeys to find a pair to adopt.  I was 

chosen by two steadfast jennets named Trudy 

and Allie.  (right photo). 

 

I brought them home, gave them new names of 

Brandy and Wildfire (after two of my favorite 

songs), provided them with a pole barn and          

enclosed the paddock with barb wire fence.  I felt 

it was adequate, but I was wrong.   

 

I woke up one morning to find Brandy outside 

the fence with cuts on her legs, neck and                    

abdomen.  [Note-have a veterinarian number on 

speed dial if you adopt animals].  The veterinarian who responded to my emergency believed Brandy 

had been attacked by a cougar but a wildlife officer suspected it was a bear attack.  

 

Later we concluded that a bear had probably not actually attacked Brandy because bears generally 

don’t go after animals as large as donkeys.  However, donkeys don’t always know that.  So they 

choose flight instead of fight when the possible predator is three times their size.  The bear was   

probably just walking through our property on its normal route to a garbage site and inadvertently 

frightened Brandy enough that she ran through the fencing.  I was so upset and sad that I didn’t do 

enough to protect my girls.   

 

Longhopes was supportive and offered to have the girls     

return to Longhopes until we figured out what to do.         

Remember if you love something let it go…. 

 

With the support of my ever loving husband-Kirk, we   start-

ed to build an electrical enclosure and a new barn.  The work 

took a few months.   

 

Meanwhile I visited the girls at Longhopes and helped out at 

the Shelter.  Many times I left the Shelter crying because I 

missed my donkeys being at home.   

 

When we finished the remodel, Longhopes drove the girls 

back home to me.   The girls are doing great and we have not 

had any predator problems.   

“No Max-that MOUSE 
stays here. Get ting good barn  

help is tough.” 



Herd  Updates 

Sully, the 15 year old who arrived in 

March with very long hooves, (above) is 

now styling with a pair of boots on his 

front hooves.  The boots provide support 

and comfort for his permanently          

damaged hooves.   

He’s also gained back the weight he lost 

during his initial rehabilitation and has 

gained another 22 pounds on top of that.  

Sully is in our Sanctuary Program. Little 32” Melody in our Sanctuary Program 

proves that horseshoes are not just for    

horses.  Thanks to the talents of farrier-Zak 

Nix, Melody has new horseshoes on her rear 

hooves.  The shoes give her support and     

stability from the damage caused by her    

former neglect.  Zak says these are the 

smallest shoes he’s ever forged for an       

equine.   

 

Melody clippity-clops along.  Sometimes you 

can hear the shoes tap together as if she is 

trying to say: 

                “There’s no place like Home”  



When we first moved into our house we saw two, or three, or even four coyotes a day.  We didn't have 

chickens then, and I admired the intruders.  I took pictures.  Then when we got hens, I put away my 

camera.  The   coyotes were no longer a photo opportunity.  They became our nemesis.  In that first 

year, we gave up about twenty birds to Wiley's lunch and dinner, but we were determined to have our 

chickens enjoy the pasture and give us the best farm fresh eggs.  So in a swift and slightly romantic   

motion, we adopted burros.   

 

Now we have “Princess” Gigi, April, and Dorinda, and I've learned first hand that it is true, burros do 

chase off coyotes.  Actually, sometimes they do and sometimes they don't.  A donkey's attitude towards 

guard duty, as with just about everything else in life, changes from one setting to the next or from one 

burro to the next in this case. 

 

April is feisty, a “hot ticket,” my dad would say.  I think she was a Jazz singer in another life, with her 

bangs, she reminds me of Josephine Baker and her personality is just as sassy.  Out of our three girls, 

it's mostly April that has a mind to stomp on coyotes, but she would just as easily stomp on our dogs.  

She looks at most things as if they should be trod upon, but don't expect her to actually run across a 

field to get them, dogs or coyotes.  They have to be 

kind of in her way for her to bother with them.  That 

is not to say that she or the other two girls don't  no-

tice everything.  Those long ears don't miss a thing!  

And if they dared to come close, I'm sure April 

would be making coyote pancakes in a heart beat.   

 

Just as much as April is snarky, Dorinda is serene. 

She looks up for the slightest movement, a bunny in 

the grass, a car coming down the drive, a tumble-

weed blowing by; anything stirring the prairie grass 

merits her interest.  She doesn't chase exactly, but 

she always looks.  She's a big girl, and the look in her 

eyes is serious, calm like a lake in the morning, and 

soft as you'd imagine that undisturbed pool, but I'm 

certain the coyotes can sense that they don't want to tangle with her.   

 

And “The Princess,” Gigi.  Gigi is our baby burro.  Her birthday and my son's both fall on the same day 

in May, which kind of made her special to me from the start.  Also, she was born at Longhopes and only 

8 mos. old when we adopted her, so Gigi has known only safety, patience, comfort, and approval in her 

life.  I love that for her and about her.  She's not spoiled; she is sweet, that's why we call her a princess.  

As a character in a storybook, she would be a nice princess not a snotty one.  Our kisses are as reward-

ing as a cookie; she comes like a puppy when I call her, and some day she might actually befriend the 

right old farm dog.  Her energetic approach is enough for all of the smaller farm residents to give her a 

wide berth, coyotes too.  She has grown so much over the past year and a half.  Should a coyote venture 

along her path, hers would be an exuberant hello, an uninhibited one, obviously too much for a coyote 

and they seem to know it. 

 

We may have adopted the burros to guard our hens, but they have come to play a much bigger role 

than just that.  They are part of the family.  Down the road we would like to have them help on the farm 

in other ways like cart pulling, packing and hiking.   But simply getting to know them and adding their 

“hee haws” to my morning routine has made it all worthwhile.  Theirs is a soulful song.   

Gigi, April and Dorinda 

A Hen’s Best Friend                                                           By:  Jennifer Jones 



Longhopes “Donkeys Are Not Small Horses-  
A veterinary guide to jack castration” YouTube  
video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wKcCZAeH9q0  has gone viral.   
 
It has already received 11,000 hits from 127     
different countries.  International professionals 
are tuning in this teaching tool to better serve 
donkeys.  Yippee. 
 
With generous help from Chuck and Linda 
Rinkor, the video is now available to purchase in 
DVD form for $35. 
 
Our DVD was part of a presentation at the        
International Donkey Symposium in Sacramento, 
California earlier this month. 
 
Below are our trainer-Caitlin Howard and our 
barn manager-Kati Anderson at the Symposium 
with  Equine Behaviorist-Ben Hart from The 
Donkey Sanctuary in the UK. 

MEET OUR VOLUNTEERS Conny Seiler DDS has been a volunteer and 
E.A.R.S. sponsor at Longhopes since 2003.  
Even though she is a busy lady, she regularly 
shares her time to help us.  Conny has       
sponsored more than 20 donkeys over the 
years.  As each donkey gets adopted, Conny 
picks out a new donkey to follow until its     
forever home comes along.  Shown here with  
“Marti”,  Conny always finds time to give her 
sponsored donkey extra attention.  Conny 
says: 
I fell in love with donkeys at the age of 7 when my    
sister and I got a donkey from my Grandfather.  
Our family had him for years and years until the 
donkey died. Now, since I live in the city and    
cannot have a donkey, I get my "donkey-fix" at 
Longhopes.  I absolutely love it there where I am 
surrounded by lots of "long-eared love." 



 

NEW  
Longhopes Ornament  
with pull string legs 
$9.00 plus $3.00 s/h 

Order by calling 303 644 5930 or send us an e-mail 
at  

longhopesorg@gmail.com or order online at 
www.longhopes.org 

 

We ACCEPT checks, money orders, PayPal 
& major credit cards with PHONE orders. 

NEW 
Longhopes Plastic Snow Globe 

$9.75 plus $4.00 s/h  

The Longhopes 2015 calendar is in.  Opens to 
17x11 with color photos for each month. 

$10.00 plus $2 shipping/handling NEW—Metal Longhopes Magnet 
$4.75 each plus $3.00 shipping/handling 

Leather Longhopes Bookmark 6¾” long 
$4.00 plus $3.00 shipping/handling 

Be sure to check out our 
gift shop on our web site 

for more fantastic      
holiday gifts for your  
favorite donkey lover! 

 
NEW  

Nylon jacks available 

NEW—long-sleeved denim 
shirts with the Longhopes 
logo.  Sizes run generous. 
S, M, L, XL, XXL 
$30.00 plus $6.00 s/h 



           

            

                                                                               

                                   

 

Thank You to our loyal Corporate SponsorThank You to our loyal Corporate SponsorThank You to our loyal Corporate SponsorThank You to our loyal Corporate Sponsor    

I’d be the first to admit 

it if I had work done.   

I  haven’t and wouldn’t 

(well maybe I’d consider a tummy tuck).    

I am or was lucky that mother nature        

endowed me with natural good looks.   

 

But I am afraid my modeling career is    

ruined (except maybe for a hoof             

commercial).   

 

It all started when my person Kathy Dean 

hauled me to the vet to look at my cloudy eye.  Sure enough, I 

had a little eye infection.  I was sent home with some eye 

drops and told to take it easy.  (Okay-maybe that was my 

idea.)   

 

A few hours later, I managed to somehow puncture my cheek    

underneath the infected eye.  So again I was loaded into the      

trailer and taken to the vet. 

 

Lucky for me, Dr. Casebeer at the Living Springs clinic made 

time to attend to my emergency.  She numbed my face (and 

the rest of me) and then had to cut open my cheek.  Although I deny it was my FAULT, I had 

managed to break my cheek bone enough that Dr. Casebeer had to remove some bone splinters 

before she sewed me up.  The wound has healed and the stitches have been removed, but I think 

I will never be the same again. 

Oh, don’t even think of any “SCARFACE” jokes unless you want a swift kick from an ASS. 

Miss Bliss REPORT 

The first frost is a good time to use a dewormer that kills  bots 

and tapeworms.   If  you are really lucky  the donkey will          

voluntarily take the dewormer tube like Rubee BELOW. 

“Yes, if you eat all your hay you’ll grow 

up to be as big as me.” 

Going on Vacation and need  
someone to care for your       
donkeys? 
 
Send them to Longhopes for their 
own donkey fun camp. 
 
Call us for details 303 644 5930 
 



Longhopes Donkey Shelter 

66 N. Dutch Valley Road 

Bennett, CO  80102 
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We wish you the 

best this holiday 

season and hope 

you have an 

ASStounding  

New Year! 

Happy Holidays! 
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